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I’m not waiting for the other shoe

to drop,

It’s already falling, 

it’s never going to fall,

Quantum theory: 

I have changed, I have been

observed.

 

The world is different, 

Time has marched on,

I have changed.



The world lies in front of me,

So big and so vast,

It catches thick and fast in my throat. 

 

It slips through the gaps in my grip. 

 

I’m ready to face it, 

But it frightens me still. 

 

It’s hard to take in, 

all at once.



The world looms large above me,

I have looked once again into its depths.

I am not frightened, but I am not at ease,

I can see many things there. 

 

Things I want to challenge, 

Things I want to face,

Things I don’t.

 

But I know, now, 

I can’t go back. 

 

The world stands before me, 

waiting.



The world turns,

On and on 

An endless spiral 

That is at once 

Lackadaisical 

And frenetic

 

Fast and slow

Slow and fast 

 

(All at once)



There is nothing more beautiful, Nor more terrifying,

Than a world laid out, Sprawled at my feet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The weight of the implications, Could sink the clouds from the sky. 

“THAT WHICH WOULD BE BORN, MUST FIRST DESTROY A WORLD.”



The world turns

Shifting under my still feet

Mistaken perspective 

Expectation failure



It has settled inside me

Taken root

Germinated, unfurled,

Started to grow shoots. 

 

A clarification, a stark image

Of a potential I was already 

starting to piece together. 

 

It’s a ballsy, brilliant, beautiful thing 

This seed:

It’s going to rip 

The whole world apart

As it grows. 



There’s a new river to learn,

New twists, new turns.

New beaches and bridges,

New trails, new paths.

 

There’s a new world to

explore here, 

New systems to learn,

New faces, new people, 

New places, new frontiers.

 

A new view in the mornings,

A different sunset at night,

A new city, a new state.



Tap, tap, tap. 

Pen tip on parchment,

The precipice,

The edge of the world.

 

The unknown,

Possibility, probability,

Potential,

The world waits.

 

It tugs and claws,

Impatient

It’s most direct route,

Not quite yet open.

 

It cajoles. 
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